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Abstract—A reduced-complexity three-stage-concatenated faster-than-5
Nyquist signaling (FTNS)-based transceiver architecture is proposed,6
which operates with the aid of soft decision (SoD) frequency-domain7
equalization (FDE) at the receiver. More specifically, the decoding al-8
gorithm conceived allows us to attain near-capacity performance as an9
explicit benefit of iterative detection, which is capable of eliminating the10
intersymbol interference imposed by FTNS. The proposed SoD FDE-aided11
FTNS detector has low decoding complexity that linearly increases upon12
increasing the FTNS block length and, hence, is particularly beneficial for13
practical long-dispersion scenarios. Furthermore, extrinsic information14
transfer charts are utilized for designing a near-capacity three-stage-15
concatenated turbo FTNS system, which exhibits an explicit turbo cliff in16
the low-signal-to-noise-ratio region, hence outperforming its conventional17
two-stage-concatenated FTNS counterpart.18

Index Terms—Extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart, faster-than-19
Nyquist signaling (FTNS), frequency-domain equalization (FDE), iterative20
detection, single-carrier transmission, soft-output detection, turbo coding.21

I. INTRODUCTION22

The faster-than-Nyquist signaling (FTNS) concept enjoys its renais-23
sance [1]1, although it was initially discovered by Mazo [2] as early24
as 1975. This is because the FTNS scheme is capable of increasing25
the transmission rate without increasing either the bandwidth or the26
number of transmit antennas. More specifically, in FTNS, more mod-27
ulated symbols are transmitted in a given time window than in the28
classic time-orthogonal scenario obeying the Nyquist criterion, when29
assuming the same pulse shape, i.e., the same bandwidth. This implies30
that the FTNS scheme’s symbol interval T is smaller than T0 defined31
by the Nyquist criterion. As mentioned in [3], the rate-enhancement32
effect of FTNS may be as high as 30%–100%. Moreover, FTNS was33
extended to the family of nonbinary constellations [4] and multiple-34
input multiple-output (MIMO) contexts [5] for the sake of further35
exploiting the design degree of freedom.36
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1To expound a little further, the terminology of FTNS does not indicate a
violation of Nyquist’s sampling theorem. Rather, it is implied by FTNS that
provided the employment of a specific band-limiting shaping pulse, such as a
root raised cosine (RRC) filter, the symbol interval defined by the intersymbol
interference (ISI)-free time-orthogonal Nyquist criterion is reduced so as to
achieve a higher transmission rate. However, this achievement is at the cost
of allowing the resultant ISI at the receiver.

Naturally, this is achieved at the cost of tolerating an increased 37
ISI, which imposes an additional equalization burden on the FTNS 38
receiver. In an uncoded high-rate FTNS scenario associated with a 39
low interval ratio of α = T/T0 (i.e., a high-FTNS-rate scenario), the 40
achievable bit error ratio (BER) performance is severely degraded by 41
the detrimental effects of ISI. For example, in the FTNS scheme em- 42
ploying a sinc signaling pulse and binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) 43
modulation, the optimal maximum likelihood (ML) receiver suffers 44
from a performance penalty over its classic Nyquist-criterion-based 45
counterpart, when the interval ratio α is lower than 0.802 [2]. 46

To mitigate this limitation, it is beneficial to employ powerful 47
channel codes [6] and [7], such as turbo and low-density parity-check 48
codes. This beneficial performance improvement is reminiscent of that 49
in rank-deficient MIMO arrangements [8] and [9], where interchannel 50
interference is removed owing to the channel-decoder’s iterative gain. 51
The known iterative-detection-aided FTNS systems typically employ 52
a two-stage serially concatenated turbo structure [6] and [10]. As a 53
convenient design tool, extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts 54
[11] and [12] have been conceived for analyzing the convergence 55
behavior of the two-stage FTNS receiver’s iterative detection [13]– 56
[15]. To support iterative detection, the FTNS demodulator has to 57
calculate both the soft decision (SoD) outputs from the received 58
signals and soft a priori information from the SoD channel decoder’s 59
output. Since the main challenge of FTNS is high complexity, it 60
is of paramount importance to develop a reduced-complexity SoD 61
FTNS receiver algorithm. In [14], sphere decoding was invoked for 62
FTNS, where the receiver had up to ten equalizer weights. In [16], 63
the M-algorithm-aided BCJR (M-BCJR) decoder was proposed, which 64
exhibits complexity reduction over both the reduced-trellis Viterbi 65
algorithm and the BCJR benchmarkers. However, the aforementioned 66
time-domain equalization (TDE)-based demodulators are unsuitable 67
for high-memory FTNS equalization owing to its potentially excessive 68
complexity. 69

To provide further insights, the aforementioned SoD FTNS decod- 70
ing algorithms were developed under the simplifying assumptions of 71
either additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) or frequency-flat fading 72
scenarios. However, when considering a highly dispersive frequency- 73
selective gigabit scenario, having a channel impulse response (CIR) 74
spreading over dozens or hundreds of short-duration symbols, the com- 75
plexity may become prohibitive. Furthermore, having an α times lower 76
symbol spacing than the Nyquist spacing results in a 1/α times higher 77
delay spread than that of its Nyquist-criterion-based counterpart. The 78
same holds true in a guard-interval-assisted orthogonal frequency- 79
division multiplexing FTNS scenario. 80

Most recently, in [17], the frequency-domain equalization (FDE) 81
technique [18] that was originally developed for single-carrier 82
frequency-division multiplexing access was applied to an uncoded 83
hard-decision-based FTNS receiver for the first time. Owing to the ex- 84
plicit benefit of efficient fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based reception, 85
this FDE receiver allows us to handle CIR spreading over thousands of 86
symbols, while maintaining a realistic equalization complexity at the 87
receiver. Unfortunately, this uncoded FDE-aided FTNS receiver fails 88
to approach the optimal ML performance. 89

Against this background, the novel contributions of this paper are as 90
follows. 91

1) Motivated by both the limitations and benefits of the recent 92
FDE-aided hard-decision FTNS algorithm [17], we conceive a 93
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low-complexity FDE-aided SoD demodulator for the FTNS94
receiver, which allows us to eliminate the ISI imposed by FTNS.95
The proposed scheme’s low complexity is retained even in long-96
CIR scenarios.97

2) Furthermore, we propose an advanced three-stage-concatenated98
FTNS transceiver, which is capable of attaining an infinitesi-99
mally low BER at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) close to the100
capacity bound.101

3) Finally, we determine the maximum achievable rate, which is102
calculated based on EXIT charts.2103

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,104
we detail our FTNS model and then introduce our three-105
stage-concatenated transceiver structure. Section III highlights our106
EXIT-chart-aided analysis and optimization, whereas the achievable107
error-rate performance is investigated in Section IV. Finally, we con-108
clude in Section V.109

II. SYSTEM MODEL110

Here, we first detail the system model of our cyclic prefix (CP)-111
assisted FTNS scheme, and then, the SoD FDE-aided demodulator112
is proposed. Finally, our serially concatenated three-stage FDE-aided113
FTNS transceiver structure is presented.114

A. FTNS Modulation115

Consider that a B-bit information sequence b = [b1, . . . , bB ] ∈ Z
B116

is first mapped to N complex-valued symbols s = [s1, . . . , sN ]T ∈117
C

N . Then, a 2ν-sample CP scp = [s1, . . . , s2ν ]
T ∈ C

2ν is concate-118
nated to the original symbol sequence s to construct s̄ = [s̄1, . . . ,119

s̄N+2ν ]
T = [sT , sTcp]

T ∈ C
N+2ν . Finally, after each symbol has been120

convolved with the shaping pulse h(t), the CP is inserted, and then, the121
signal is transmitted from a single transmit antenna using the symbol122
interval T ≤ T0.123

At the receiver, the corresponding continuous-time received signals,124
which are matched-filtered by h(t), are represented by125

y(t) =
∑
n

s̄ng(t− nT ) + η(t) (1)

where we have g(t)=
∫
h(τ)h∗(τ−t)dτ and η(τ)=

∫
n(τ)h∗(τ−126

t)dτ . Here, we assumed that an RRC filter having the roll-off127
factor β represents h(t). Furthermore, n(t) represents a random128
variable that obeys the zero-mean complex-valued Gaussian distribu-129
tion CN (0, N0), where N0 is the noise variance. Under the perfect-130
synchronization assumption between the transmitter and the receiver,131
the kth sample is expressed as132

ȳk = y(kT ) (2)

=
∑
n

s̄ng(kT − nT ) + η(kT ). (3)

Furthermore, upon removing the first and the last ν samples from133
ȳ = [ȳ1, . . . , ȳN+2ν ]

T , we arrive at the frequency-domain signal rep-134
resented by [17]135

y = [ȳ1, . . . , ȳN ]T ∈ C
N (4)

=Gs+ n (5)

2To elaborate a little further, the maximum achievable rate represents the
maximum practically attainable rate that takes into account the effects of
a specific inner code, modulation and detection scheme, unlike the classic
capacity bound. Hence, it is possible to appropriately characterize the proposed
reduced-complexity SoD detector. For a detailed discussion, please refer to [19]
and [20].

where G is a cyclic matrix, having the tap coefficient vector g = 136
[g(−νT ), . . . , g(0), . . . , g(νT )]T ∈ R

2ν+1, whereas n denotes the 137
associated noise components. Note that similar to the assumption 138
employed in [16], we consider the square norm ‖g‖2 = gHg to be 139
normalized to unity to ensure that the average received power per 140
symbol be maintained at unity. 141

Here, it is assumed in (5) that the FTNS system’s ISI tap length 142
LFTN in the AWGN channel is lower than the CP length ν and that 143
other ISI components are truncated in this model. Note that in most 144
of the previous FTNS studies, a similar truncation of high-tap terms is 145
utilized. The exclusive benefit of our FDE-based approach is that the 146
employment of a sufficiently high transmit-block length N makes the 147
relative CP overhead 2ν/N negligible. 148

B. SoD FDE-Based FTNS Detection 149

Let us now introduce the FDE-aided SoD FTNS demodulator, while 150
assuming that BPSK modulation is employed for the sake of simplicity 151
and of space economy. However, the extension to other nonbinary 152
multilevel modulation schemes is readily applicable, similar to [4]. 153

First, according to the soft-interference cancelation principle [21], 154
the received signals are modified to 155

ỹ =y −Gs̃ (6)

=G(s− s̃) + n (7)

where the soft symbols s̃ = [s̃1, . . . , s̃N ]T ∈ C
N are generated from 156

the a priori information, which is fed back from the outer decoder. 157
Recalling that G is a circulant matrix, we can rely on FFT-assisted 158
eigenvalue decomposition, which is formulated by [17] 159

G = QTΛQ∗ (8)

where Q is the Fourier matrix defined by [Q]k.l = (1/
√
N) 160

exp[−2πj(k − 1)(l − 1)/N ]. Furthermore, Λ is the diagonal matrix, 161
whose ith element λi is the associated FFT coefficient. Hence, by 162
carrying out the FFT operation on both sides of (7), we arrive at 163

ỹf = [ỹf,1, . . . , ỹf,N ]T (9)

=Q∗ỹ (10)

=ΛQ∗(s− s̃) + nf ∈ C
N (11)

where nf = Q∗n is the associated noise vector. 164
With the aid of minimum mean square error (MMSE) filtering, 165

the frequency-domain symbol estimates ŝf = [ŝf,1, . . . , ŝf,N ]T ∈ 166
C

N are given by [22] 167

ŝf,n =
λ∗
i

|λn|2D +N0

ỹf,n (12)

where we have 168

D = −
N∑
i=1

|s̃i|2/N. (13)

Finally, the time-domain extrinsic log-likelihood ratio (LLR) outputs 169
of the proposed demodulator are formulated as follows [23]: 170

Le = [Le(b1), . . . , Le(bN )]T (14)

=
γs̃+QT ŝf
1 + γδ

∈ R
N (15)
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Fig. 1. Transmitter and receiver structures of our FTNS-based three-stage serially concatenated system.

where171

γ =�

[
N∑
i=1

|λi|2/ (|λi|2D +N0)

N

]
(16)

δ = 1 −D. (17)

Although in the derivation of our SoD FDE-aided FTNS demod-172
ulator we assumed having an AWGN channel, the proposed SoD173
demodulator is readily applicable to either frequency-flat or frequency-174
selective fading scenarios, provided that we set the CP size sufficiently175
high, as shown in [17].176

C. Extension to the Frequency-Selective Fading System Model177

Having introduced our FTNS transceiver model under a simpli-178
fied AWGN channel assumption, let us now consider its extension179
to a model applicable to frequency-selective fading environments.180
Let us consider that the delay spread associated with frequency-181
selective channels spans over LDST (= αLDST0) symbol durations182
and that the LDS complex-valued tap coefficients are given by ql (l =183
0, . . . , LDS − 1). Then, by defining the first term of (3) as184

ȳk =

ν∑
n=−ν

s̄ng(kT − nT ) (18)

the received signal may be expressed as185

yk =

LDS−1∑
l=0

qlȳk−l + η(kT ) (19)

=
√

Es

LDS−1∑
l=0

ν∑
n=−ν

snqlg (kT − (l + n)T ) + η(kT ). (20)

This system model also represents a circular-matrix-based linear block186
structure in the same manner as G of (5), where the CP length of 2ν187
is designed to be sufficiently higher than the effective ISI duration.188
Therefore, the FDE-aided FTNS technique derived in Section II-B is189
also readily applicable in this frequency-selective scenario.190

Note that the effective ISI length in the frequency-selective scenario191
is a factor (LDS − 1) higher than that considered for its frequency-flat192
FTNS counterpart in Section II-B. Furthermore, when we compare the193
effective CIR length of the FTNS- and Nyquist-sampled scenarios, the194
ratio becomes195

θ =
LDS + LFTN

αLDS

(21)

implying that a lower α value corresponds to a wider gap between196
the two. Naturally, this typically increases the detection complexity;197

hence, the advantage of the proposed low-complexity FDE-aided 198
FTNS receiver over its conventional time-domain counterpart becomes 199
further improved in this practical scenario. 200

D. Three-Stage-Concatenated FTNS System 201

Having introduced the SoD FDE-aided FTNS demodulator in 202
Section II-B, we further improve it with the aid of a multistage serially 203
concatenated turbo FTNS architecture, to achieve a near-capacity per- 204
formance, while eliminating the limitations of ISI. More specifically, 205
we propose the three-stage-concatenated recursive systematic convo- 206
lutional (RSC)-encoded and unity-rate convolutional (URC)-encoded 207
transmitter structure in Fig. 1. At the transmitter, the information bits 208
are first encoded by the RSC encoder, and then, the encoded bits are 209
interleaved by the first interleaver Π1. Next, the interleaved bits are 210
URC-encoded and then interleaved again by the second interleaver 211
Π2. Finally, the interleaved bits are mapped by the CP-assisted low- 212
complexity FTNS modulator described in Section II-A, to construct 213
the (N + 2ν)-symbol sequence to be transmitted. 214

As shown in Fig. 1, a three-stage iterative decoding algorithm is 215
employed at the receiver. To be specific, the SoD decoders of the 216
receiver iteratively exchange soft extrinsic information in the form of 217
LLRs. The SoD MMSE FDE block in Fig. 1 receives its input signals 218
after CP removal, which are combined with the extrinsic information 219
provided by the URC decoder. Simultaneously, the URC decoder block 220
in Fig. 1 receives extrinsic information from both the RSC channel 221
decoder and the SoD MMSE FDE demodulator and generates extrinsic 222
information for both of its surrounding blocks, as shown in Fig. 1. The 223
RSC channel decoder in Fig. 1 exchanges extrinsic information with 224
the URC decoder and outputs the estimated bits after Iout iterations. 225
Here, the iterations between the SoD MMSE FDE and URC decoder 226
blocks are referred to as the inner iterations, whereas those between 227
the URC and RSC decoders are referred to as outer iterations. The 228
number of these iterations is represented by Iin and Iout, respectively. 229
To be more specific, Iin inner iterations are implemented per each outer 230
iteration, indicating that the total number of iterations is Iin · Iout. 231
Hence, when fixing the number of inner iterations Iin, it becomes 232
possible to rely on the 2-D projection of the associated 3-D EXIT 233
charts [19].3 234

3To exactly estimate the convergence behavior of our three-stage-
concatenated iterative receiver, ideally, 3-D EXIT charts [24] would be used.
However, they impose high analysis complexity. By contrast, the projection
to 2-D EXIT charts allows us to efficiently analyze the associated iterative
behavior, when the number of inner iterations Iin is sufficiently high for
approaching the highest possible mutual information between the inner blocks
[19]. Furthermore, this makes it easier to compare the iterative behaviors of the
two-stage- and three-stage-concatenated iterative receivers, as demonstrated in
Section III.
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III. EXIT-CHART-AIDED OPTIMIZATION235

Here, we analyze the convergence behavior of our multistage-236
concatenated FTNS systems. Here, we invoke EXIT charts for char-237
acterizing the FTNS scheme’s near-capacity code design and the238
information-theoretic analysis of the maximum achievable rate.239

A. Semianalytical Evaluations of Maximum Achievable Rate240

In turbo detection, an infinitesimally low BER may be attained241
by the iterative exchange of extrinsic mutual information between242
multiple SoD decoders. Since the iterative decoding process is non-243
linear, the prediction of its convergence behavior is a challenging244
task. The ingenious tool of EXIT charts was proposed by ten Brink245
[12] for both the visualization of the iterative decoding behavior and246
for the prediction of the “BER-cliff”-SNR position, where the BER247
suddenly drops. More specifically, the input/output relationship of the248
mutual information at each decoder is characterized by the EXIT249
chart, and then, their interaction assisted by the iterative decoding250
process is examined without time-consuming bit-by-bit Monte Carlo251
simulations.252

The explicit benefit of utilizing EXIT charts for the analysis of253
FTNS is the capability of evaluating arbitrary detectors, including254
suboptimal detectors. As previously mentioned, the SoD maximum a255
posteriori (MAP) detection, which has been typically considered for256
the conventional channel-encoded FTNS scheme, exhibits excessive257
decoding complexity. Furthermore, deriving the exact performance258
bound of a suboptimal FTNS detector is a challenging task.259

By exploiting the EXIT chart’s area property detailed in [19], let us260
define the maximum achievable rate of our FDE-aided FTNS system as261

CEXIT =
N

N + 2ν
· log2 M
α(1 + β)

· A(ρ) (22)

where A(ρ) represents the area under the inner code’s EXIT curve at262
SNR = ρ. To be more specific, when assuming that the area under263
an outer code’s EXIT curve is perfectly matched to that under an264
inner code’s EXIT curve, the maximum achievable rate of a serially265
concatenated scheme may be approximated by evaluating the area266
under the EXIT curves, as detailed in [19] and [25]. Exploiting this267
EXIT-chart-based limit allows us to evaluate the maximum attainable268
rate of an arbitrary iterative FTNS detection algorithm.269

B. EXIT-Chart-Based Analysis of FTNS270

Here, we investigate the convergence behavior and the maxi-271
mum achievable rate of some specific FTNS scenarios. Here, the272
input/output interface of EXIT charts was assumed to be positioned273
between the first interleaver Π1 and the inner code, as shown in274
Fig. 1. Furthermore, in addition to our three-stage-concatenated FTNS275
system, we also considered its two-stage counterpart as our benchmark276
scheme, where the second interleaver Π2/deinterleaver Π−1

2 and the277
URC encoder/decoder were removed from the architecture in Fig. 1. In278
Fig. 2, we plotted the EXIT charts of our FDE-aided two-stage FTNS279
system, employing BPSK modulation and the FTNS parameters of280
(α, β, ν) = (0.6, 0.5, 10), where the SNR was varied from −5 to 2 dB281
with steps of 1 dB. We also plotted the inner code’s EXIT curves282
associated with classic Nyquist signaling. The half-rate unit-memory283
RSC(2,1,2) code, having the octally represented generator polynomial284
of (Gr, G) = (3, 2) [11], was employed for the outer code, where Gr285
stands for the recursive feedback polynomial and feedforward poly-286
nomial G. Further, a simple rate-one accumulator, represented by the287
generator polynomials (3,2) expressed in octal form, was considered288
for the URC precoder. Observe in Fig. 2 that regardless of the SNR289

Fig. 2. EXIT charts of our FDE-aided two-stage FTNS system, employing the
BPSK modulation and FTNS parameters of (α, β, ν) = (0.6, 0.5, 10), where
the SNR was varied from −5 to 2 dB with steps of 1 dB. The number of
inner iterations was maintained to be Iin = 2 throughout this paper. Moreover,
we plotted the inner code’s EXIT curves associated with the classic Nyquist-
criterion scenario, while showing the outer code’s EXIT curve corresponding to
the half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code, having the generator polynomial of (Gr, G) =
(3, 2).

value, our two-stage FDE-based FTNS system converged to that of 290
its classic Nyquist-criterion-based counterpart for IA = 1.0. Hence, it 291
is predicted that our proposed low-complexity FDE-based algorithm 292
is capable of achieving the same error-rate performance as that of the 293
equivalent Nyquist-criterion-based scheme, which is an explicit benefit 294
of the iterative receiver architecture.4 295

In Fig. 3, we drew the EXIT charts of our FDE-aided three-stage 296
FTNS system, employing BPSK modulation and the FTNS param- 297
eters of (α, β, ν) = (0.6, 0.5, 10), where the SNR was set to 1 dB. 298
We also plotted the inner code’s EXIT curves associated with the 299
conventional Nyquist criterion, while showing the outer code’s EXIT 300
curve corresponding to the half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code, having the octal 301
generator polynomials of (3,2). The transmit block length was set to 302
N = 217. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that our three-stage FTNS scheme 303
approached the point (IA, IE) = (1.0, 1.0) of perfect convergence to 304
an infinitesimally low BER. This was achieved as the explicit benefit 305
of the URC precoder, which creates an infinite impulse response inner 306
decoder component [27] and [28] to reach the (IA, IE) = (1, 1) point 307
of convergence in the EXIT chart, hence achieving an infinitesimally 308
low BER. 309

This was also confirmed by the Monte-Carlo-simulation-based 310
EXIT trajectory shown in Fig. 3. 311

Furthermore, in Fig. 4, we plotted the EXIT charts of our three- 312
stage-concatenated FDE-aided FTNS systems, where the roll-off fac- 313
tor β was given by (a) 0.1, (b) 0.5, while maintaining the symbol’s 314
packing ratio of α = 0.6. The SNR of the outer code’s EXIT curve was 315
varied from −10 to 10 dB with steps of 1 dB. It can be seen in Fig. 4 316
that at high SNRs, a higher-β inner-code EXIT curve corresponds to 317

4To provide further insights, this inner code’s convergence to that of its
interference-free Nyquist-criterion-based counterpart can also be seen in rank-
deficient spatial-multiplexing MIMO scenarios [26], where the number of
receive antenna elements is lower than that of the transmit antenna elements.
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Fig. 3. EXIT charts of our FDE-aided three-stage FTNS system, employing
BPSK modulation and the FTNS parameters of (α, β, ν) = (0.6, 0.5, 10),
where the SNR was set to 1 dB. Moreover, we plotted the inner code’s EXIT
curves associated with the classic Nyquist-criterion scenario, while showing the
outer code’s EXIT curve corresponding to the half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code, which
has the generator polynomial (3,2). The code length was set to N = 217.

Fig. 4. EXIT charts of our three-stage-concatenated FDE-aided FTNS sys-
tems, where the roll-off factor β was given by (a) 0.1, (b) 0.5, while maintaining
the symbol’s packing ratio α = 0.6. The SNR of the outer code’s EXIT curve
was varied from −10 to 10 dB with steps of 1 dB.

a higher performance, i.e., to a wider open-tunnel area between the318
inner and outer codes’ EXIT curves. However, regardless of the roll-319
off factor value β, an open EXIT tunnel emerged at SNR ≥ 1 dB;320
therefore, affording an increased number of iterations enabled us to321
attain a higher transmission rate without imposing any SNR penalty,322

Fig. 5. Achievable BER of our FDE-aided two-stage RSC-encoded FTNS
systems, employing BPSK modulation and FTNS parameters of (α, β, ν) =
(0.45, 0.5, 10), (0.6, 0.5, 10), and (0.8, 0.5, 10). Moreover, we plotted the BER
curve of the conventional Nyquist-criterion scenario as a benchmark scheme.
The half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code, having the polynomial generator of (3,2) and
the code length N = 217, was considered.

which is particularly beneficial for our FTNS receiver exhibiting low 323
detection complexity.5 324

As previously mentioned, nonbinary multilevel modulation schemes 325
may also be used for our FTNS scheme instead of a binary modu- 326
lation scheme. However, in such a scenario, either the bitwise soft- 327
input/output relationship has to be considered for the EXIT chart 328
analysis, as shown in [23], or corresponding symbol-based EXIT 329
charts have to be used. 330

IV. ERROR-RATE PERFORMANCE RESULTS 331

To further characterize our FDE-aided two- and three-stage- 332
concatenated FTNS systems, we investigated their BER based on 333
extensive Monte Carlo simulations. 334

First, Fig. 5 shows the achievable BER of our FDE-aided two-stage 335
FTNS systems employing BPSK modulation and FTNS parameters 336
of (α, β, ν) = (0.45, 0.5, 10), (0.6, 0.5, 10), and (0.8, 0.5, 10), along 337
with the BER of the conventional Nyquist-criterion-based scenario as 338
a benchmarker and with the outer code’s EXIT curve corresponding 339
to the half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code, having the octal generator poly- 340
nomials of (3,2). The transmit block length was set to N = 217. In 341
this simulation scenario, our FTNS scheme’s transmission rate was 342
varied from 0.42 to 0.74 b/s/Hz, while, at the same time, the symbol 343
packing coefficient α was decreased from 0.8 to 0.45. Observe in 344
Fig. 5 that the two-stage iterative detection converged to the ISI-free 345
Nyquist-criterion-based curve upon increasing SNR. This was 346
achieved regardless of the symbol packing ratio α. More specifically, 347
this configured the EXIT chart analysis conducted in Fig. 2. Observe 348
that our reduced-complexity FDE receiver was found to perfectly elim- 349
inate the ISI effects, similar to its time-domain SoD MAP counterparts 350
characterized [6] and [1]. 351

In Fig. 6, we compared the achievable BER curves of our FDE-aided 352
two- and three-stage FTNS systems employing BPSK modulation and 353

5In the simulations, we only considered the half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code as our
outer code. However, it may be possible to employ other types of outer codes,
which potentially attains a better match between the outer and inner codes’
EXIT curves. For example, irregular channel codes [19] and [24] are capable of
flexibly designing an outer code’s EXIT curve, which matches the inner code’s
EXIT curve at a given SNR.
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Fig. 6. Achievable BER of our FDE-aided two- and three-stage FTNS sys-
tems, employing BPSK modulation and FTNS parameter sets of (α, β, ν) =
(0.6, 0.1, 10) and (0.6, 0.3, 10). Moreover, we plotted the BER of the con-
ventional Nyquist-criterion scenario. Here, we assumed the employment of the
half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code, which has the polynomial generator (3,2) and a code
length N = 217.

the FTNS parameter sets of (α, β, ν) = (0.6, 0.1, 10) and (0.6, 0.3,354
10). We also plotted the two BER curves associated with the con-355
ventional Nyquist-criterion-based scenario. Moreover, we plotted the356
associated BER curve of the FDE-aided three-stage FTNS system that357
dispenses with inner iterations, i.e., for Iin = 0, to explicitly clarify the358
beneficial effects of the a priori information fed back to our SoD FDE.359
Here, we assumed the employment of the half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code,360
having the octal generator polynomials of (3,2), and the block length361
was set to N = 217. It was found in Fig. 6 that both the proposed three-362
stage systems having β = 0.1 and 0.3 exhibited an infinitesimally low363
BER at SNR = 1.0 and 1.3 dB, respectively, whereas its two-stage364
counterpart did not. More specifically, these BER cliffs were apart by365
as little as 2.1 and 2.5 dB from the maximum achievable limits, which366
were calculated based on the EXIT chart analysis in Fig. 3. Note that367
the BER curves of the Nyquist-criterion-based systems were calculated368
under the idealistic assumption of sinc-pulse transmissions, which369
cannot be used in a practical system. Additionally, the transmission370
rate was lower than that of the FTNS systems. Moreover, the three-371
stage FTNS system dispensing with inner iterations (Iin = 0) imposed372
more than 4-dB performance penalty in comparison to that having373
Iin = 2 inner iterations. Therefore, the joint optimization of the three374
SoD decoders is quite crucial for the sake of ensuring the most375
appropriate extrinsic-information exchange.376

Finally, in Fig. 7, we plotted the BER curves of our three-stage-377
concatenated FTNS systems having the CP length of 2ν = 32, 36,378
40, and 48, when using a constant block length of 512 bits, while379
considering frequency-selective block Rayleigh fading. Furthermore,380
the interleaver length of 217 and the FTNS parameter set of (α, β) =381
(0.6, 0.1) were employed. The delay spread was set to LDS = 20.382
Furthermore, the fading coefficients ql (l = 0, . . . , LDS) were ran-383
domly generated according to the complex-valued Gaussian distribu-384
tion CN (0,1/LDS). Observe in Fig. 7 that upon increasing the CP385
length, the error floor caused by the FTNS-induced ISI and by the386

Fig. 7. Achievable BER of our FDE-aided three-stage FTNS systems, ex-
periencing frequency-selective block Rayleigh fading, where we considered
the delay spread of LDS = 20 taps. The BPSK modulation and the FTNS
parameter set of (α, β) = (0.6, 0.1) were employed, while varying the CP
length 2ν from 32 to 48. Here, we assumed the employment of the half-rate
RSC(2,1,2) code, which has the polynomial generator (3,2) and a code length
N = 217.

long-CIR dispersive channel was eliminated. More specifically, it was 387
found that to compensate the ISI, a CP length of 2ν ≥ 40 was required 388
in this specific simulation scenario. This implies that the conventional 389
TDE-based FTNS receivers are incapable of supporting such a long 390
CIR owing to their prohibitively high decoding complexity. 391

V. CONCLUSION 392

In this paper, we have proposed a novel reduced-complexity SoD 393
FTNS receiver structure for long-CIR gigabit systems, which relied 394
on the FDE principle. The proposed detector is capable of eliminating 395
FTNS-specific ISI, while maintaining practical decoding complexity. 396
Furthermore, we carried out its comprehensive EXIT-chart-aided anal- 397
ysis to design a near-capacity three-stage serially concatenated FTNS 398
architecture, which is free from an error floor. Our simulation results 399
demonstrated that the proposed FTNS scheme has the explicit benefits 400
of lower complexity and better BER performance than those of its 401
conventional channel-encoded FTNS counterpart. 402
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Abstract—A reduced-complexity three-stage-concatenated faster-than-5
Nyquist signaling (FTNS)-based transceiver architecture is proposed,6
which operates with the aid of soft decision (SoD) frequency-domain7
equalization (FDE) at the receiver. More specifically, the decoding al-8
gorithm conceived allows us to attain near-capacity performance as an9
explicit benefit of iterative detection, which is capable of eliminating the10
intersymbol interference imposed by FTNS. The proposed SoD FDE-aided11
FTNS detector has low decoding complexity that linearly increases upon12
increasing the FTNS block length and, hence, is particularly beneficial for13
practical long-dispersion scenarios. Furthermore, extrinsic information14
transfer charts are utilized for designing a near-capacity three-stage-15
concatenated turbo FTNS system, which exhibits an explicit turbo cliff in16
the low-signal-to-noise-ratio region, hence outperforming its conventional17
two-stage-concatenated FTNS counterpart.18

Index Terms—Extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart, faster-than-19
Nyquist signaling (FTNS), frequency-domain equalization (FDE), iterative20
detection, single-carrier transmission, soft-output detection, turbo coding.21

I. INTRODUCTION22

The faster-than-Nyquist signaling (FTNS) concept enjoys its renais-23
sance [1]1, although it was initially discovered by Mazo [2] as early24
as 1975. This is because the FTNS scheme is capable of increasing25
the transmission rate without increasing either the bandwidth or the26
number of transmit antennas. More specifically, in FTNS, more mod-27
ulated symbols are transmitted in a given time window than in the28
classic time-orthogonal scenario obeying the Nyquist criterion, when29
assuming the same pulse shape, i.e., the same bandwidth. This implies30
that the FTNS scheme’s symbol interval T is smaller than T0 defined31
by the Nyquist criterion. As mentioned in [3], the rate-enhancement32
effect of FTNS may be as high as 30%–100%. Moreover, FTNS was33
extended to the family of nonbinary constellations [4] and multiple-34
input multiple-output (MIMO) contexts [5] for the sake of further35
exploiting the design degree of freedom.36
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1To expound a little further, the terminology of FTNS does not indicate a
violation of Nyquist’s sampling theorem. Rather, it is implied by FTNS that
provided the employment of a specific band-limiting shaping pulse, such as a
root raised cosine (RRC) filter, the symbol interval defined by the intersymbol
interference (ISI)-free time-orthogonal Nyquist criterion is reduced so as to
achieve a higher transmission rate. However, this achievement is at the cost
of allowing the resultant ISI at the receiver.

Naturally, this is achieved at the cost of tolerating an increased 37
ISI, which imposes an additional equalization burden on the FTNS 38
receiver. In an uncoded high-rate FTNS scenario associated with a 39
low interval ratio of α = T/T0 (i.e., a high-FTNS-rate scenario), the 40
achievable bit error ratio (BER) performance is severely degraded by 41
the detrimental effects of ISI. For example, in the FTNS scheme em- 42
ploying a sinc signaling pulse and binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) 43
modulation, the optimal maximum likelihood (ML) receiver suffers 44
from a performance penalty over its classic Nyquist-criterion-based 45
counterpart, when the interval ratio α is lower than 0.802 [2]. 46

To mitigate this limitation, it is beneficial to employ powerful 47
channel codes [6] and [7], such as turbo and low-density parity-check 48
codes. This beneficial performance improvement is reminiscent of that 49
in rank-deficient MIMO arrangements [8] and [9], where interchannel 50
interference is removed owing to the channel-decoder’s iterative gain. 51
The known iterative-detection-aided FTNS systems typically employ 52
a two-stage serially concatenated turbo structure [6] and [10]. As a 53
convenient design tool, extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts 54
[11] and [12] have been conceived for analyzing the convergence 55
behavior of the two-stage FTNS receiver’s iterative detection [13]– 56
[15]. To support iterative detection, the FTNS demodulator has to 57
calculate both the soft decision (SoD) outputs from the received 58
signals and soft a priori information from the SoD channel decoder’s 59
output. Since the main challenge of FTNS is high complexity, it 60
is of paramount importance to develop a reduced-complexity SoD 61
FTNS receiver algorithm. In [14], sphere decoding was invoked for 62
FTNS, where the receiver had up to ten equalizer weights. In [16], 63
the M-algorithm-aided BCJR (M-BCJR) decoder was proposed, which 64
exhibits complexity reduction over both the reduced-trellis Viterbi 65
algorithm and the BCJR benchmarkers. However, the aforementioned 66
time-domain equalization (TDE)-based demodulators are unsuitable 67
for high-memory FTNS equalization owing to its potentially excessive 68
complexity. 69

To provide further insights, the aforementioned SoD FTNS decod- 70
ing algorithms were developed under the simplifying assumptions of 71
either additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) or frequency-flat fading 72
scenarios. However, when considering a highly dispersive frequency- 73
selective gigabit scenario, having a channel impulse response (CIR) 74
spreading over dozens or hundreds of short-duration symbols, the com- 75
plexity may become prohibitive. Furthermore, having an α times lower 76
symbol spacing than the Nyquist spacing results in a 1/α times higher 77
delay spread than that of its Nyquist-criterion-based counterpart. The 78
same holds true in a guard-interval-assisted orthogonal frequency- 79
division multiplexing FTNS scenario. 80

Most recently, in [17], the frequency-domain equalization (FDE) 81
technique [18] that was originally developed for single-carrier 82
frequency-division multiplexing access was applied to an uncoded 83
hard-decision-based FTNS receiver for the first time. Owing to the ex- 84
plicit benefit of efficient fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based reception, 85
this FDE receiver allows us to handle CIR spreading over thousands of 86
symbols, while maintaining a realistic equalization complexity at the 87
receiver. Unfortunately, this uncoded FDE-aided FTNS receiver fails 88
to approach the optimal ML performance. 89

Against this background, the novel contributions of this paper are as 90
follows. 91

1) Motivated by both the limitations and benefits of the recent 92
FDE-aided hard-decision FTNS algorithm [17], we conceive a 93

0018-9545 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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low-complexity FDE-aided SoD demodulator for the FTNS94
receiver, which allows us to eliminate the ISI imposed by FTNS.95
The proposed scheme’s low complexity is retained even in long-96
CIR scenarios.97

2) Furthermore, we propose an advanced three-stage-concatenated98
FTNS transceiver, which is capable of attaining an infinitesi-99
mally low BER at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) close to the100
capacity bound.101

3) Finally, we determine the maximum achievable rate, which is102
calculated based on EXIT charts.2103

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,104
we detail our FTNS model and then introduce our three-105
stage-concatenated transceiver structure. Section III highlights our106
EXIT-chart-aided analysis and optimization, whereas the achievable107
error-rate performance is investigated in Section IV. Finally, we con-108
clude in Section V.109

II. SYSTEM MODEL110

Here, we first detail the system model of our cyclic prefix (CP)-111
assisted FTNS scheme, and then, the SoD FDE-aided demodulator112
is proposed. Finally, our serially concatenated three-stage FDE-aided113
FTNS transceiver structure is presented.114

A. FTNS Modulation115

Consider that a B-bit information sequence b = [b1, . . . , bB ] ∈ Z
B116

is first mapped to N complex-valued symbols s = [s1, . . . , sN ]T ∈117
C

N . Then, a 2ν-sample CP scp = [s1, . . . , s2ν ]
T ∈ C

2ν is concate-118
nated to the original symbol sequence s to construct s̄ = [s̄1, . . . ,119

s̄N+2ν ]
T = [sT , sTcp]

T ∈ C
N+2ν . Finally, after each symbol has been120

convolved with the shaping pulse h(t), the CP is inserted, and then, the121
signal is transmitted from a single transmit antenna using the symbol122
interval T ≤ T0.123

At the receiver, the corresponding continuous-time received signals,124
which are matched-filtered by h(t), are represented by125

y(t) =
∑
n

s̄ng(t− nT ) + η(t) (1)

where we have g(t)=
∫
h(τ)h∗(τ−t)dτ and η(τ)=

∫
n(τ)h∗(τ−126

t)dτ . Here, we assumed that an RRC filter having the roll-off127
factor β represents h(t). Furthermore, n(t) represents a random128
variable that obeys the zero-mean complex-valued Gaussian distribu-129
tion CN (0, N0), where N0 is the noise variance. Under the perfect-130
synchronization assumption between the transmitter and the receiver,131
the kth sample is expressed as132

ȳk = y(kT ) (2)

=
∑
n

s̄ng(kT − nT ) + η(kT ). (3)

Furthermore, upon removing the first and the last ν samples from133
ȳ = [ȳ1, . . . , ȳN+2ν ]

T , we arrive at the frequency-domain signal rep-134
resented by [17]135

y = [ȳ1, . . . , ȳN ]T ∈ C
N (4)

=Gs+ n (5)

2To elaborate a little further, the maximum achievable rate represents the
maximum practically attainable rate that takes into account the effects of
a specific inner code, modulation and detection scheme, unlike the classic
capacity bound. Hence, it is possible to appropriately characterize the proposed
reduced-complexity SoD detector. For a detailed discussion, please refer to [19]
and [20].

where G is a cyclic matrix, having the tap coefficient vector g = 136
[g(−νT ), . . . , g(0), . . . , g(νT )]T ∈ R

2ν+1, whereas n denotes the 137
associated noise components. Note that similar to the assumption 138
employed in [16], we consider the square norm ‖g‖2 = gHg to be 139
normalized to unity to ensure that the average received power per 140
symbol be maintained at unity. 141

Here, it is assumed in (5) that the FTNS system’s ISI tap length 142
LFTN in the AWGN channel is lower than the CP length ν and that 143
other ISI components are truncated in this model. Note that in most 144
of the previous FTNS studies, a similar truncation of high-tap terms is 145
utilized. The exclusive benefit of our FDE-based approach is that the 146
employment of a sufficiently high transmit-block length N makes the 147
relative CP overhead 2ν/N negligible. 148

B. SoD FDE-Based FTNS Detection 149

Let us now introduce the FDE-aided SoD FTNS demodulator, while 150
assuming that BPSK modulation is employed for the sake of simplicity 151
and of space economy. However, the extension to other nonbinary 152
multilevel modulation schemes is readily applicable, similar to [4]. 153

First, according to the soft-interference cancelation principle [21], 154
the received signals are modified to 155

ỹ =y −Gs̃ (6)

=G(s− s̃) + n (7)

where the soft symbols s̃ = [s̃1, . . . , s̃N ]T ∈ C
N are generated from 156

the a priori information, which is fed back from the outer decoder. 157
Recalling that G is a circulant matrix, we can rely on FFT-assisted 158
eigenvalue decomposition, which is formulated by [17] 159

G = QTΛQ∗ (8)

where Q is the Fourier matrix defined by [Q]k.l = (1/
√
N) 160

exp[−2πj(k − 1)(l − 1)/N ]. Furthermore, Λ is the diagonal matrix, 161
whose ith element λi is the associated FFT coefficient. Hence, by 162
carrying out the FFT operation on both sides of (7), we arrive at 163

ỹf = [ỹf,1, . . . , ỹf,N ]T (9)

=Q∗ỹ (10)

=ΛQ∗(s− s̃) + nf ∈ C
N (11)

where nf = Q∗n is the associated noise vector. 164
With the aid of minimum mean square error (MMSE) filtering, 165

the frequency-domain symbol estimates ŝf = [ŝf,1, . . . , ŝf,N ]T ∈ 166
C

N are given by [22] 167

ŝf,n =
λ∗
i

|λn|2D +N0

ỹf,n (12)

where we have 168

D = −
N∑
i=1

|s̃i|2/N. (13)

Finally, the time-domain extrinsic log-likelihood ratio (LLR) outputs 169
of the proposed demodulator are formulated as follows [23]: 170

Le = [Le(b1), . . . , Le(bN )]T (14)

=
γs̃+QT ŝf
1 + γδ

∈ R
N (15)
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Fig. 1. Transmitter and receiver structures of our FTNS-based three-stage serially concatenated system.

where171

γ =�

[
N∑
i=1

|λi|2/ (|λi|2D +N0)

N

]
(16)

δ = 1 −D. (17)

Although in the derivation of our SoD FDE-aided FTNS demod-172
ulator we assumed having an AWGN channel, the proposed SoD173
demodulator is readily applicable to either frequency-flat or frequency-174
selective fading scenarios, provided that we set the CP size sufficiently175
high, as shown in [17].176

C. Extension to the Frequency-Selective Fading System Model177

Having introduced our FTNS transceiver model under a simpli-178
fied AWGN channel assumption, let us now consider its extension179
to a model applicable to frequency-selective fading environments.180
Let us consider that the delay spread associated with frequency-181
selective channels spans over LDST (= αLDST0) symbol durations182
and that the LDS complex-valued tap coefficients are given by ql (l =183
0, . . . , LDS − 1). Then, by defining the first term of (3) as184

ȳk =

ν∑
n=−ν

s̄ng(kT − nT ) (18)

the received signal may be expressed as185

yk =

LDS−1∑
l=0

qlȳk−l + η(kT ) (19)

=
√

Es

LDS−1∑
l=0

ν∑
n=−ν

snqlg (kT − (l + n)T ) + η(kT ). (20)

This system model also represents a circular-matrix-based linear block186
structure in the same manner as G of (5), where the CP length of 2ν187
is designed to be sufficiently higher than the effective ISI duration.188
Therefore, the FDE-aided FTNS technique derived in Section II-B is189
also readily applicable in this frequency-selective scenario.190

Note that the effective ISI length in the frequency-selective scenario191
is a factor (LDS − 1) higher than that considered for its frequency-flat192
FTNS counterpart in Section II-B. Furthermore, when we compare the193
effective CIR length of the FTNS- and Nyquist-sampled scenarios, the194
ratio becomes195

θ =
LDS + LFTN

αLDS

(21)

implying that a lower α value corresponds to a wider gap between196
the two. Naturally, this typically increases the detection complexity;197

hence, the advantage of the proposed low-complexity FDE-aided 198
FTNS receiver over its conventional time-domain counterpart becomes 199
further improved in this practical scenario. 200

D. Three-Stage-Concatenated FTNS System 201

Having introduced the SoD FDE-aided FTNS demodulator in 202
Section II-B, we further improve it with the aid of a multistage serially 203
concatenated turbo FTNS architecture, to achieve a near-capacity per- 204
formance, while eliminating the limitations of ISI. More specifically, 205
we propose the three-stage-concatenated recursive systematic convo- 206
lutional (RSC)-encoded and unity-rate convolutional (URC)-encoded 207
transmitter structure in Fig. 1. At the transmitter, the information bits 208
are first encoded by the RSC encoder, and then, the encoded bits are 209
interleaved by the first interleaver Π1. Next, the interleaved bits are 210
URC-encoded and then interleaved again by the second interleaver 211
Π2. Finally, the interleaved bits are mapped by the CP-assisted low- 212
complexity FTNS modulator described in Section II-A, to construct 213
the (N + 2ν)-symbol sequence to be transmitted. 214

As shown in Fig. 1, a three-stage iterative decoding algorithm is 215
employed at the receiver. To be specific, the SoD decoders of the 216
receiver iteratively exchange soft extrinsic information in the form of 217
LLRs. The SoD MMSE FDE block in Fig. 1 receives its input signals 218
after CP removal, which are combined with the extrinsic information 219
provided by the URC decoder. Simultaneously, the URC decoder block 220
in Fig. 1 receives extrinsic information from both the RSC channel 221
decoder and the SoD MMSE FDE demodulator and generates extrinsic 222
information for both of its surrounding blocks, as shown in Fig. 1. The 223
RSC channel decoder in Fig. 1 exchanges extrinsic information with 224
the URC decoder and outputs the estimated bits after Iout iterations. 225
Here, the iterations between the SoD MMSE FDE and URC decoder 226
blocks are referred to as the inner iterations, whereas those between 227
the URC and RSC decoders are referred to as outer iterations. The 228
number of these iterations is represented by Iin and Iout, respectively. 229
To be more specific, Iin inner iterations are implemented per each outer 230
iteration, indicating that the total number of iterations is Iin · Iout. 231
Hence, when fixing the number of inner iterations Iin, it becomes 232
possible to rely on the 2-D projection of the associated 3-D EXIT 233
charts [19].3 234

3To exactly estimate the convergence behavior of our three-stage-
concatenated iterative receiver, ideally, 3-D EXIT charts [24] would be used.
However, they impose high analysis complexity. By contrast, the projection
to 2-D EXIT charts allows us to efficiently analyze the associated iterative
behavior, when the number of inner iterations Iin is sufficiently high for
approaching the highest possible mutual information between the inner blocks
[19]. Furthermore, this makes it easier to compare the iterative behaviors of the
two-stage- and three-stage-concatenated iterative receivers, as demonstrated in
Section III.
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III. EXIT-CHART-AIDED OPTIMIZATION235

Here, we analyze the convergence behavior of our multistage-236
concatenated FTNS systems. Here, we invoke EXIT charts for char-237
acterizing the FTNS scheme’s near-capacity code design and the238
information-theoretic analysis of the maximum achievable rate.239

A. Semianalytical Evaluations of Maximum Achievable Rate240

In turbo detection, an infinitesimally low BER may be attained241
by the iterative exchange of extrinsic mutual information between242
multiple SoD decoders. Since the iterative decoding process is non-243
linear, the prediction of its convergence behavior is a challenging244
task. The ingenious tool of EXIT charts was proposed by ten Brink245
[12] for both the visualization of the iterative decoding behavior and246
for the prediction of the “BER-cliff”-SNR position, where the BER247
suddenly drops. More specifically, the input/output relationship of the248
mutual information at each decoder is characterized by the EXIT249
chart, and then, their interaction assisted by the iterative decoding250
process is examined without time-consuming bit-by-bit Monte Carlo251
simulations.252

The explicit benefit of utilizing EXIT charts for the analysis of253
FTNS is the capability of evaluating arbitrary detectors, including254
suboptimal detectors. As previously mentioned, the SoD maximum a255
posteriori (MAP) detection, which has been typically considered for256
the conventional channel-encoded FTNS scheme, exhibits excessive257
decoding complexity. Furthermore, deriving the exact performance258
bound of a suboptimal FTNS detector is a challenging task.259

By exploiting the EXIT chart’s area property detailed in [19], let us260
define the maximum achievable rate of our FDE-aided FTNS system as261

CEXIT =
N

N + 2ν
· log2 M
α(1 + β)

· A(ρ) (22)

where A(ρ) represents the area under the inner code’s EXIT curve at262
SNR = ρ. To be more specific, when assuming that the area under263
an outer code’s EXIT curve is perfectly matched to that under an264
inner code’s EXIT curve, the maximum achievable rate of a serially265
concatenated scheme may be approximated by evaluating the area266
under the EXIT curves, as detailed in [19] and [25]. Exploiting this267
EXIT-chart-based limit allows us to evaluate the maximum attainable268
rate of an arbitrary iterative FTNS detection algorithm.269

B. EXIT-Chart-Based Analysis of FTNS270

Here, we investigate the convergence behavior and the maxi-271
mum achievable rate of some specific FTNS scenarios. Here, the272
input/output interface of EXIT charts was assumed to be positioned273
between the first interleaver Π1 and the inner code, as shown in274
Fig. 1. Furthermore, in addition to our three-stage-concatenated FTNS275
system, we also considered its two-stage counterpart as our benchmark276
scheme, where the second interleaver Π2/deinterleaver Π−1

2 and the277
URC encoder/decoder were removed from the architecture in Fig. 1. In278
Fig. 2, we plotted the EXIT charts of our FDE-aided two-stage FTNS279
system, employing BPSK modulation and the FTNS parameters of280
(α, β, ν) = (0.6, 0.5, 10), where the SNR was varied from −5 to 2 dB281
with steps of 1 dB. We also plotted the inner code’s EXIT curves282
associated with classic Nyquist signaling. The half-rate unit-memory283
RSC(2,1,2) code, having the octally represented generator polynomial284
of (Gr, G) = (3, 2) [11], was employed for the outer code, where Gr285
stands for the recursive feedback polynomial and feedforward poly-286
nomial G. Further, a simple rate-one accumulator, represented by the287
generator polynomials (3,2) expressed in octal form, was considered288
for the URC precoder. Observe in Fig. 2 that regardless of the SNR289

Fig. 2. EXIT charts of our FDE-aided two-stage FTNS system, employing the
BPSK modulation and FTNS parameters of (α, β, ν) = (0.6, 0.5, 10), where
the SNR was varied from −5 to 2 dB with steps of 1 dB. The number of
inner iterations was maintained to be Iin = 2 throughout this paper. Moreover,
we plotted the inner code’s EXIT curves associated with the classic Nyquist-
criterion scenario, while showing the outer code’s EXIT curve corresponding to
the half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code, having the generator polynomial of (Gr, G) =
(3, 2).

value, our two-stage FDE-based FTNS system converged to that of 290
its classic Nyquist-criterion-based counterpart for IA = 1.0. Hence, it 291
is predicted that our proposed low-complexity FDE-based algorithm 292
is capable of achieving the same error-rate performance as that of the 293
equivalent Nyquist-criterion-based scheme, which is an explicit benefit 294
of the iterative receiver architecture.4 295

In Fig. 3, we drew the EXIT charts of our FDE-aided three-stage 296
FTNS system, employing BPSK modulation and the FTNS param- 297
eters of (α, β, ν) = (0.6, 0.5, 10), where the SNR was set to 1 dB. 298
We also plotted the inner code’s EXIT curves associated with the 299
conventional Nyquist criterion, while showing the outer code’s EXIT 300
curve corresponding to the half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code, having the octal 301
generator polynomials of (3,2). The transmit block length was set to 302
N = 217. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that our three-stage FTNS scheme 303
approached the point (IA, IE) = (1.0, 1.0) of perfect convergence to 304
an infinitesimally low BER. This was achieved as the explicit benefit 305
of the URC precoder, which creates an infinite impulse response inner 306
decoder component [27] and [28] to reach the (IA, IE) = (1, 1) point 307
of convergence in the EXIT chart, hence achieving an infinitesimally 308
low BER. 309

This was also confirmed by the Monte-Carlo-simulation-based 310
EXIT trajectory shown in Fig. 3. 311

Furthermore, in Fig. 4, we plotted the EXIT charts of our three- 312
stage-concatenated FDE-aided FTNS systems, where the roll-off fac- 313
tor β was given by (a) 0.1, (b) 0.5, while maintaining the symbol’s 314
packing ratio of α = 0.6. The SNR of the outer code’s EXIT curve was 315
varied from −10 to 10 dB with steps of 1 dB. It can be seen in Fig. 4 316
that at high SNRs, a higher-β inner-code EXIT curve corresponds to 317

4To provide further insights, this inner code’s convergence to that of its
interference-free Nyquist-criterion-based counterpart can also be seen in rank-
deficient spatial-multiplexing MIMO scenarios [26], where the number of
receive antenna elements is lower than that of the transmit antenna elements.
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Fig. 3. EXIT charts of our FDE-aided three-stage FTNS system, employing
BPSK modulation and the FTNS parameters of (α, β, ν) = (0.6, 0.5, 10),
where the SNR was set to 1 dB. Moreover, we plotted the inner code’s EXIT
curves associated with the classic Nyquist-criterion scenario, while showing the
outer code’s EXIT curve corresponding to the half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code, which
has the generator polynomial (3,2). The code length was set to N = 217.

Fig. 4. EXIT charts of our three-stage-concatenated FDE-aided FTNS sys-
tems, where the roll-off factor β was given by (a) 0.1, (b) 0.5, while maintaining
the symbol’s packing ratio α = 0.6. The SNR of the outer code’s EXIT curve
was varied from −10 to 10 dB with steps of 1 dB.

a higher performance, i.e., to a wider open-tunnel area between the318
inner and outer codes’ EXIT curves. However, regardless of the roll-319
off factor value β, an open EXIT tunnel emerged at SNR ≥ 1 dB;320
therefore, affording an increased number of iterations enabled us to321
attain a higher transmission rate without imposing any SNR penalty,322

Fig. 5. Achievable BER of our FDE-aided two-stage RSC-encoded FTNS
systems, employing BPSK modulation and FTNS parameters of (α, β, ν) =
(0.45, 0.5, 10), (0.6, 0.5, 10), and (0.8, 0.5, 10). Moreover, we plotted the BER
curve of the conventional Nyquist-criterion scenario as a benchmark scheme.
The half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code, having the polynomial generator of (3,2) and
the code length N = 217, was considered.

which is particularly beneficial for our FTNS receiver exhibiting low 323
detection complexity.5 324

As previously mentioned, nonbinary multilevel modulation schemes 325
may also be used for our FTNS scheme instead of a binary modu- 326
lation scheme. However, in such a scenario, either the bitwise soft- 327
input/output relationship has to be considered for the EXIT chart 328
analysis, as shown in [23], or corresponding symbol-based EXIT 329
charts have to be used. 330

IV. ERROR-RATE PERFORMANCE RESULTS 331

To further characterize our FDE-aided two- and three-stage- 332
concatenated FTNS systems, we investigated their BER based on 333
extensive Monte Carlo simulations. 334

First, Fig. 5 shows the achievable BER of our FDE-aided two-stage 335
FTNS systems employing BPSK modulation and FTNS parameters 336
of (α, β, ν) = (0.45, 0.5, 10), (0.6, 0.5, 10), and (0.8, 0.5, 10), along 337
with the BER of the conventional Nyquist-criterion-based scenario as 338
a benchmarker and with the outer code’s EXIT curve corresponding 339
to the half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code, having the octal generator poly- 340
nomials of (3,2). The transmit block length was set to N = 217. In 341
this simulation scenario, our FTNS scheme’s transmission rate was 342
varied from 0.42 to 0.74 b/s/Hz, while, at the same time, the symbol 343
packing coefficient α was decreased from 0.8 to 0.45. Observe in 344
Fig. 5 that the two-stage iterative detection converged to the ISI-free 345
Nyquist-criterion-based curve upon increasing SNR. This was 346
achieved regardless of the symbol packing ratio α. More specifically, 347
this configured the EXIT chart analysis conducted in Fig. 2. Observe 348
that our reduced-complexity FDE receiver was found to perfectly elim- 349
inate the ISI effects, similar to its time-domain SoD MAP counterparts 350
characterized [6] and [1]. 351

In Fig. 6, we compared the achievable BER curves of our FDE-aided 352
two- and three-stage FTNS systems employing BPSK modulation and 353

5In the simulations, we only considered the half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code as our
outer code. However, it may be possible to employ other types of outer codes,
which potentially attains a better match between the outer and inner codes’
EXIT curves. For example, irregular channel codes [19] and [24] are capable of
flexibly designing an outer code’s EXIT curve, which matches the inner code’s
EXIT curve at a given SNR.
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Fig. 6. Achievable BER of our FDE-aided two- and three-stage FTNS sys-
tems, employing BPSK modulation and FTNS parameter sets of (α, β, ν) =
(0.6, 0.1, 10) and (0.6, 0.3, 10). Moreover, we plotted the BER of the con-
ventional Nyquist-criterion scenario. Here, we assumed the employment of the
half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code, which has the polynomial generator (3,2) and a code
length N = 217.

the FTNS parameter sets of (α, β, ν) = (0.6, 0.1, 10) and (0.6, 0.3,354
10). We also plotted the two BER curves associated with the con-355
ventional Nyquist-criterion-based scenario. Moreover, we plotted the356
associated BER curve of the FDE-aided three-stage FTNS system that357
dispenses with inner iterations, i.e., for Iin = 0, to explicitly clarify the358
beneficial effects of the a priori information fed back to our SoD FDE.359
Here, we assumed the employment of the half-rate RSC(2,1,2) code,360
having the octal generator polynomials of (3,2), and the block length361
was set to N = 217. It was found in Fig. 6 that both the proposed three-362
stage systems having β = 0.1 and 0.3 exhibited an infinitesimally low363
BER at SNR = 1.0 and 1.3 dB, respectively, whereas its two-stage364
counterpart did not. More specifically, these BER cliffs were apart by365
as little as 2.1 and 2.5 dB from the maximum achievable limits, which366
were calculated based on the EXIT chart analysis in Fig. 3. Note that367
the BER curves of the Nyquist-criterion-based systems were calculated368
under the idealistic assumption of sinc-pulse transmissions, which369
cannot be used in a practical system. Additionally, the transmission370
rate was lower than that of the FTNS systems. Moreover, the three-371
stage FTNS system dispensing with inner iterations (Iin = 0) imposed372
more than 4-dB performance penalty in comparison to that having373
Iin = 2 inner iterations. Therefore, the joint optimization of the three374
SoD decoders is quite crucial for the sake of ensuring the most375
appropriate extrinsic-information exchange.376

Finally, in Fig. 7, we plotted the BER curves of our three-stage-377
concatenated FTNS systems having the CP length of 2ν = 32, 36,378
40, and 48, when using a constant block length of 512 bits, while379
considering frequency-selective block Rayleigh fading. Furthermore,380
the interleaver length of 217 and the FTNS parameter set of (α, β) =381
(0.6, 0.1) were employed. The delay spread was set to LDS = 20.382
Furthermore, the fading coefficients ql (l = 0, . . . , LDS) were ran-383
domly generated according to the complex-valued Gaussian distribu-384
tion CN (0,1/LDS). Observe in Fig. 7 that upon increasing the CP385
length, the error floor caused by the FTNS-induced ISI and by the386

Fig. 7. Achievable BER of our FDE-aided three-stage FTNS systems, ex-
periencing frequency-selective block Rayleigh fading, where we considered
the delay spread of LDS = 20 taps. The BPSK modulation and the FTNS
parameter set of (α, β) = (0.6, 0.1) were employed, while varying the CP
length 2ν from 32 to 48. Here, we assumed the employment of the half-rate
RSC(2,1,2) code, which has the polynomial generator (3,2) and a code length
N = 217.

long-CIR dispersive channel was eliminated. More specifically, it was 387
found that to compensate the ISI, a CP length of 2ν ≥ 40 was required 388
in this specific simulation scenario. This implies that the conventional 389
TDE-based FTNS receivers are incapable of supporting such a long 390
CIR owing to their prohibitively high decoding complexity. 391

V. CONCLUSION 392

In this paper, we have proposed a novel reduced-complexity SoD 393
FTNS receiver structure for long-CIR gigabit systems, which relied 394
on the FDE principle. The proposed detector is capable of eliminating 395
FTNS-specific ISI, while maintaining practical decoding complexity. 396
Furthermore, we carried out its comprehensive EXIT-chart-aided anal- 397
ysis to design a near-capacity three-stage serially concatenated FTNS 398
architecture, which is free from an error floor. Our simulation results 399
demonstrated that the proposed FTNS scheme has the explicit benefits 400
of lower complexity and better BER performance than those of its 401
conventional channel-encoded FTNS counterpart. 402
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